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Provide Drawing (DXF)
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One of the most exciting achievements of PVManage software is DXF
providing!
Any data entered into the software and have capability to provide a
sketch, will be change into an ACAD format drawing with the
minimum time by the software.
It’s necessary to advise that based on the PVManage nature which
reserve information of any subject part by part (and mainly
separated each other), providing of fabrication drawings will be the
same too. Look at the following example for more explanation:
Suppose that you entered related information for a Shell or an Head
for a horizontal vessel separately. At the time of entering data, no
data related to the location of these subjects asked you. For example,
it’s not important for the software to identify the Head is located on
the left side or right side of the vessel (because of it’s not related to
the PVManage nature). So, it doesn't matter if the software can
provide a drawing that displays this head exactly where the user
wants it. Or there is a same reason about the parts of a Shell.
But providing of the Head as a separated piece drawing and show it’s
dimensions, and other related information is logic and possible.
Thus the software provides related piece drawing from each records
and save in a predefined path. These part drawings will be as the
detachable parts and user can assemble them together as an
integrated drawing.
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How to Provide DXF
To find out if the part information you entered can be converted to
a piece drawing, right-click on it’s information in the Grid:
If “Provide Drawing (DXF)” is available, it will be possible to convert
this record information to a DXF format drawing.

Fig. 22-1 – (Checking the ability of DXF providing)

 For a Record
Clicking on this option will produce a piece drawing in DXF format in
the default path. An example of this drawing is shown below:

Fig. 22-2 – (An example of a drawing produced for a piece)

Along with the production of the drawing, it will include information
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such as: equipment number, material, number required and also the
drawing scale.
 For an Item
If you select the equipment you want from the drop-down list on the
page, and click on the Tools option, you will have two choices. One is
the production of drawings of one equipment and the other of batch
production of all equipment in a single file.

Fig. 22-3 – (Ability to produce drawing for an equipment)

An example of a drawing produced for an item No. is shown in the
image below:

Fig. 22-4 – (Ability to produce drawing for an Item No.)
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 For all Items
The process of drawing production for all equipment in a single file
follows the same process of mapping an equipment, except that you
have to select the “Provide Drawing (DXF) - All Items” option. In this
case, it is not necessary to select the equipment name from the dropdown list.

Fig. 22-5 – (Ability to produce drawing for All Items)

An example of a drawing produced for all items is shown in the image
below:

Fig. 22-6 – (Ability to produce drawing for all Items)
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Set Default Path
All generated drawings are stored in a default path specified by the
user. You must select DXF Setting from your dashboard to set the
default path.

Fig. 22-7 – (Selecting of DXF Setting)

After clicking on DXF Setting, a menu will be displayed to specify the
storage path as well as other map settings.

Fig. 22-8 – (DXF Setting Menu)

You will be able to customize the display of each of the options in this
menu on the map. You can also create it easily if there is no folder in
the selected path. To do this, click “Browse” and create the desired
folder and at the end click “Save Path”.
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Fig. 22-9 – (Creation or Selection of the Path)

When creating an AutoCAD file it will be automatically named by the
software and placed in the preset path. For faster identification and
better categorization of production files, here are the ways to name
the production files:
Method of naming the drawing produced for a piece:

Fig. 22-10 – (Method of naming a drawing produced for a piece)
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Method of naming the drawing produced for an Item No.:

Fig. 22-11 – (Method of naming a drawing produced for an Item No.)

Method of naming the drawing produced for all Items:

Fig. 22-12 – (Method of naming a drawing produced for all Items)
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